Introduction
The zero-one law described by Hewitt and Savage (1955) asserts that an infinite product probability measure assigns the value zero or one to each (permutation) invariant event when the component probability measures of the infinite product are identical. This contrasts with Kolmogorov's zero-one law which makes the same claim for each tail event (a special kind of invariant event) with no restrictions upon the components. The gap between these two laws was slightly bridged when Horn and Schach (1970) showed that the assertion for invariant events held when each component occurred infinitely often. in the infinite product. Blum and Pathak (1972) refined their argument and showed that it was sufficient that each component be a limit point of the sequence of components under the total variation norm. The intent of the present author's investigation was to discover whether the Blum-Pathak result leaves much room for improvement. In this regard, Sendler (1975) has pointed out that the zero-one law holds for invariant events when each component of the infinite product probability measure is degenerate, i.e., when each component assigns probability one to a single point. Thus, there is at least some room for in~rovement of the Blum-Pathak result.
The main conclusion to be dra",n from the present paper is that substantial Ip..esearch SU;'l)()rte,l 1;y the National~. This reduces to checking that T S T is a finite permutation \ihenever S is a finite permutation.
Closure property 3. If lldl and vEtf, then llXVE H.
Remark. The expression "llxV" will be taken to mean any arrangement
T=TIXT2xoooof the combined components of 11 and v. Closure property 2 provides a strong justification for this convenient abuse of notation.
Proof. For the sake of definiteness, the arrangement T=lllxVlx112xV2XOOO Proof. Because of closure property 2. it will be assumed, without loss of generality. that \) < < 111, Furthermore, it will be assumed that v=~l' For. then, the general case \) < <.~l will follow from this special case by means of closure property 1. For any event A~oo. Fubini's theorem yields (2) where A is the z TCA)=!~(A )V1(d~). 
and A is tho'sec!lon'(Y2'Y3"")cX::
Then' e"l~1t A is an invariant event, and~(A )=0 or 1. It follows from (2) z z that T(A)=~l(E), where E={z€X:~CAz)=l}.
It will now be shown that~1 (E)=O or 1. from which it will follow that TEfl. Let E C denote the complement of E (relative to X). From 
I"
lS t e measura e space generated by n replicates of (X,A).)
This result can be extended to include probability measures v containing a countably infinite number of components. One simply must combine closure properties 4' and 5 (the latter given below).
Before we state closure property 5, we must introduce some new notation and a convention. For two probability measures It is easily seen that such a ]l always exists when I is nonempty and countable, and that it is unique up to an equivalence.
Closure property n n
We shall demonstrate the followinL;: If' {Pn} possesses a 'limit print, pE (0,1), then~d{.
Proof.
n. By the classical Hewitt-Savage zero-one law, vdf, Now, by assumption, some subsequence Pn,of P n converges to p. There exists a further subsequence P n ,! which converges to p so rapidly that the corrcsiJondin'!, l'rocluct -o)roljability T=T XT x con- 
